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MS. ERBE:  This week on “To the Contrary,” far more teen girls drink than their 
mothers suspect.  Then, a new study shows a huge earnings gender gap for workers over 
50.  Behind the headlines: how the earned income tax credit helps working poor families 
stay above the poverty line. 

 
(Musical break.) 
 
MS. ERBE:  Hello.  I’m Bonnie Erbe.  Welcome to “To the Contrary,” a 

discussion of news and social trends from diverse perspectives.  Up first, girls and 
drinking. 

 
A new survey released this week shows 38 percent of mothers would permit their 

teenage daughters to drink on special occasions.  Twenty-one percent say it’s okay for 
their daughters to drink at home as long as they’re supervised.  Twenty percent said 
drinking alcohol is a natural part of growing up.  The study was paid for by the Century 
Council, an alcohol industry trade group, to help kick off a campaign to fight underage 
drinking among girls which is on the rise.  Sixteen percent of 13 to 15-year-old girls 
surveyed say they’ve consumed alcohol.  By ages 19 to 21, over half drink alcohol 
regularly.   

 
Since 2002, study after study has come to the same conclusion: girls are 

consuming as much and at times more alcohol than boys.  One study by the Leadership to 
Keep Children Alcohol Free found more than 38 percent of ninth grade girls said they’ve 
consumed alcohol in the past month, while only 34 percent of the male peers said the 
same thing.  Many mothers about drunk driving and other safety issues, but few realize 
the health concerns.  Girls metabolize alcohol more slowly than boys.  One drink for a 
girl can have the same impact as two drinks for a teenage boy. 

 
So Congresswoman Norton, is society too accepting of teens consuming alcohol? 
 
MS. NORTON:  Bonnie, in our super-consumption society, if a substance can be 

marketed it will survive whatever its dangers. 
 
MS. CZARNECKI:  Even though the 1980s were known as the age of excess, 

we’re still trying to outdo ourselves today, and I think drinking is one of those things that 
is okay or perceived okay as long as it’s in the – for self-expression. 

 
MS. BEYER:  I think teenagers have always been attracted to alcohol, sort of as a 

rite of passage.  What’s so concerning now is the binge drinking. 
 
MS. BERNARD:  You know, it’s really sad.  I mean, binge drinking has become 

the in thing to do with teenagers and adults, and I think it really – it needs to stop. 
 
MS. ERBE:  This report talks mainly about mothers being too accepting of their 

teenage girls drinking.  First of all, not understanding the extent of it, and second of all, in 



larger percentages than most people would want to see, accepting it.  Are we ragging on 
mothers in this report or are mothers responsible? 

 
MS. NORTON:  It wasn’t like – it wasn’t 50 percent.  Each of those were below 

50 percent.  And I do think it’s the kids that bring it home to the mothers and they have a 
dilemma.  Do I say verboten under all circumstances or do I teach my daughter to drink 
in extreme moderation.  I think it depends on the age.  I think particularly below the age 
when it is legal, at your own risk, mama, do you start a child to drinking. 

 
MS. BEYER:  I think we should talk about that age, too, because back when the 

kids were fighting in Vietnam there was this whole feeling that, well, if they’re old 
enough to go die for their country, people started bringing drinking ages down.  I know in 
D.C. they brought the drinking down to 18 for wine and beer at that time.  You do 
wonder if it’s unrealistic to have someone spend their entire college career away from 
their parents and never drinking.  And then you wonder if you set up a situation where 
people flout the law, and is that a good thing for them not to have respect for the law. 

 
MS. ERBE:  But are you – on New Year’s Eve are you going to let your 

daughters have a sip of Champaign at midnight? 
 
MS. BEYER:  No, absolutely not.  Although I have to say, my parents did before 

I was of legal drinking age, at home in the setting they did allow me to do it.  I am not 
going to allow my children to do it only because of what Eleanor has said, that you don’t 
want to be having them do something illegal at home.  I’m very conflicted about this, 
particularly now because at the school that my daughter attends there have been two 
major incidents where children have been very much – 

 
MS. ERBE:  Girls. 
 
MS. BEYER:  – one hurt – both girls, in drinking incidents, and so it’s very much 

a subject of conversation. 
 
MS. CZARNECKI:  I think the statistics from the study are very alarming.  The 

fact that mothers are still trying to be teenage girls, they’re trying to relive their childhood 
again thinking, well, it’s okay, I may have done it when I was younger, I think it sends 
the absolute wrong message, and you’ve got to take a stand.  Some people have actually 
asked me, oh, you’ve got three girls, what would you do?  I said, it’s against the law, 
period.  And if parents are going to be held accountable for the deaths that are caused by 
their kids drinking and driving or any of that stuff, or even parents are being held 
accountable in some states because of allowing underage drinking in their homes, I’m 
going to say the law is the law.  You may not like it, but it’s the better – 

 
MS. ERBE:  But I have another thought about why this might be happening, 

having been a teenager in the ‘60s and ‘70s when drugs were rampant, and I guess 
they’re still around.  I don’t see it the way I did when I was a teenager, but kids in my 
high school did drugs, including yours truly, unfortunately, but it happened, and the 



reaction was no, don’t do drugs, but okay, maybe liquor is more acceptable because in the 
‘60s and ‘70s teenagers I knew anyway weren’t drinking alcohol.  Is it part of the sort of 
more conservative nature of American society today? 

 
MS. CZARNECKI:  It’s pop culture.  It’s the way everybody is perceiving a lot of 

this.  Because it’s cool to smoke, it’s cool to drink, it’s cool to be with your friends and 
having that beer or that cocktail.  I’m not saying advertising is all the reason, but it’s 
more socially acceptable to be having a glass of wine or a beer than it is to be doing 
drugs. 

 
MS. BEYER:  Karen, it’s a very different environment now.  In 1946, the liquor 

industry said we’re not going to advertise on television.  In 1996, suddenly Seagram’s did 
it and then everybody else followed.  And if you see what they’re marking, even their 
products seem to be liquor-laced soda pop.  There is clearly now supposedly self-policing 
by the liquor industry, but it’s not working. 

 
MS. BERNARD:  Well, you know, it’s interesting, we live now in this age of 

“Sex in the City,” and I’ve had conversations with like psychologists who are telling me 
that high school girls in particular watch “Sex in the City” and they see these really cool 
women drinking cosmopolitans, having free and rampant sex all over New York, and 
then think that that’s how adult women actually live and are trying to replicate that 
lifestyle in high school. 

 
MS. ERBE:  Well, let me ask you this.  I mean the women in “Sex in the City” are 

white.  Is it a problem also in minority communities? 
 
MS. BERNARD:  You know, that’s interesting.  I don’t know.  I don’t think that 

in most minority communities – I’d be interested in hearing what Eleanor has to say – 
that in most minority communities mothers spend a lot of time thinking, do I let me child 
drink or not drink.  I think in a lot of minority communities you have parents who are 
really focused on just getting their kids to school safely, educating them, and are not 
worried about these kind of sort of frivolous things. 

 
MS. NORTON:  A lot of this is beer drinking.  Beer drinking – you’re white, 

although obviously African Americans do it, and a lot of binge drinking is something that 
you can easily consume without understanding it.  And to the extent that you’re in a beer 
culture, it starts as a male culture, if you’re trying to show your boyfriend you’re as cool 
as he is that then transports itself into your culture.  And yeah, I think, look, black boys 
do it, then black girls are going to do it. 

 
MS. BEYER:  And this is a serious problem.  The World Health Organization 

says the top three causes of death among teenagers are all associated with alcohol: 
homicide, suicide and accidents. 

 
MS. ERBE:  Oh, boy.  Well, we’ve got to get that fixed.  From teen girls to baby 

boomer women. 



 
(Begin video clip.) 
 
MS. ERBE:  New research out this week shows workers 50 and older are 

significantly more likely than younger workers to be self-employed or own small 
businesses.  That according to the National Study of the Changing Work Force released 
by the Families and Work Institute and the Center for Aging and Work.  People working 
for someone else; that is, wage and salaried employees also 50 and over, are much more 
likely to be women than self-employed or small business owners.  Wage and salaried 
workers over age 50 are also much more likely to belong to racial minorities than 
minorities are to be self-employed or to own small businesses.  This matters because 
women and women of color are the fasting growing segments of the population starting 
small businesses, but this doesn’t translate into greater business ownership in the over-50 
crowd. 

 
ELLEN GALINSKY:  Older women are only making – if you take all the hours at 

all of the jobs that they do, they make 55 cents to every dollar that a man makes, and 
that’s primarily because men have more education and work longer hours than women.  
But we’re going to have a group of women who are aging who are making around 
$37,000 on average.  Men are making almost twice that. 

 
MS. ERBE:  Again, small business owners over the age of 50 make significantly 

more income than salaried or wage workers with an annual income of more than 
$114,000 versus more than $52,000 for people working for others.  And because older 
female workers are less likely to own small businesses, they make less. 

 
MS. GALINSKY:  I particularly worry about women who have less money, and 

they are much more likely to be alone.  Sixty-two percent of women over 50 are married 
or in an enduring relationship; 80 percent of men are.  So we’re going to have a group of 
women moving into the older years who are more likely to be alone and who have less 
money. 

 
(End video clip.) 
 
MS. ERBE:  So Karen Czarnecki, what’s the message here to 20, 30, 40-

somethings, you darn well better start your own business and succeed at it so you’re not 
in poverty and alone when you’re over 50? 

 
MS. CZARNECKI:  Well, there’s a couple things going on.  First, it’s a lot riskier 

to start your own business because oftentimes when you do you can’t afford the health 
care insurance.  And, I mean, nine in ten businesses fail and only one will succeed, so 
you have to be ready and willing to take that jump.  And if you have kids in school or if 
you have elderly parents or dependents it’s tough to do.  But there are two things really 
going on, number one, women over 50 oftentimes stay in the workplace because of the 
health care benefits and because of the other benefits that are associated with it.  And as 
we get older we’re a lot sicker and have a lot more doctors appointments and medications 



to take, so that’s a huge factor.  But the other thing is the DD, and I don’t mean bra size, 
it’s the death of a spouse and also divorce that’s a significant factor.  And I think from 
social aspects oftentimes women in their fifties need to interact with other adults and not 
stay home or not want to try to venture off on their own, they really like the camaraderie 
in the workplace. 

 
MS. NORTON:  You say that I think to the young woman, why do you think you 

can get a better than your mother?  And you explain quite realistically that a woman starts 
off with the disadvantage of being a girl.  The younger she overcomes that with 
education, with experience, with making sure she isn’t a victim of discrimination, the 
more she ends up being like everybody else.  Your mother is over 50.  So she wasn’t in 
the generation that could cure these inherent disadvantages as easily.  You are.  Take 
advantage of it.  Make sure that by the time you’re 50 you’re the exact equal of 
comparable men.  It can be done today. 

 
MS. ERBE:  What’s going on though with – what I found fascinating, one of 

several things fascinating out of this survey, was that we’ve just talked on the show many 
times about the fact that women, and women of color particularly, are the fastest-growing 
groups of new business owners starting businesses like crazy.  Now, it’s a small 
percentage so it’s growing quickly because it’s small to begin with, but over 50 it’s 
exactly the opposite.  It’s mainly men who are independent contractors and self-
employed small business owners.  So what’s going on here? 

 
MS. BEYER:  Bonnie, there’s a difference between starting a business and having 

a successful business.  And unfortunately, that nine out of ten is correct, nine times – you 
may be entrepreneurial, and these women are trying very hard to become independent, 
but I think a lot of these factors undermine their ability to have a long-term, successful 
small business.  They need the security of health care.  Something – 

 
MS. ERBE:  But what about the – I wanted to ask you, what about the skill sets 

involved, so that we don’t send a lot of 20 or 30-something women out into the world 
thinking, oh, gee, I like to sew or cook and so I’m going to start my own business and 
become a caterer or a tailor or something.  What about the other end – the other set of 
skills that you need? 

 
MS. BEYER:  Well, I think the education is important, is Eleanor was saying.  If 

you look at the difference, in the interview she said men have more education and they 
work longer hours.  It could be because – 

 
MS. ERBE:  And they’re more aggressive because it’s a societal difference about 

selling themselves?  Is that – 
 
MS. BEYER:  Absolutely.  They said the numbers after 50 were more salaried 

women and more entrepreneurial men.  Well, sales jobs are not salary jobs.  Sales jobs 
are you get compensation relative to how much you sell.  And those are the guys, most of 



them guys in sales, who have the confidence that they’re going to go out and do well.  
And that’s something we’ve got to get over because women are very good salespeople. 

 
MS. BERNARD:  I think I just see this as – I see very positive things happening 

with women, particularly in the minority community, owning and operating their own 
businesses.  And I think we can’t forget about that sort of fear factor in there.  And there 
are people who are more comfortable in salaried positions.  But I know – 

 
MS. ERBE:  Most people.  Let’s face it, most people are much more comfortable 

working for somebody else and not having to go out and market, market, market. 
 
MS. BERNARD:  But these numbers show – 
 
MS. ERBE:  Which is what you do – 
 
MS. BERNARD:  – the benefits. 
 
MS. ERBE:  – when you own a company. 
 
MS. BERNARD:  Absolutely correct.  But I think what we should focus on is that 

there are so many women who are becoming wildly successful at owning their own 
businesses.  Not as many after age 50, and I think we’ve discussed the reasons why.  But 
it’s such a positive thing when you look at, for example, the woman who started the Baby 
Einstein company.  These are younger women.  They were younger than 50, or California 
babies.  And I’m obviously focused on babies because I have a new baby, but these were 
stay-at-home moms who needed to find additional sources of income, and they have 
incredibly successful businesses on their own.  And I think in both instances their 
husbands now work for their companies, and these are multi-million-dollar companies. 

 
MS. BEYER:  And I think this does account for the many, many times that 

women are out there trying to start a business because they value that flexibility, they 
value having some autonomy.  And I think that companies need to take advantage of that 
and companies need to understand that some of the best numbers of the study were the 
numbers that show these women over 50 are loyal and they are going to work hard for 
that company, but they’re looking for flexibility, they’re looking for autonomy.  If these 
companies can figure out a way to give them that, they’re going to have some employees 
who will stick with them, which is worth a lot of money. 

 
MS. ERBE:  All right, you companies, listen up.   
 
Behind the headlines: poor families and taxes.  Congress is wrapping up work on 

several major tax and budget bills.  Included in all this is an extension of the primary tax 
break for working family, the earned income tax credit.  As the percentage of working 
families whose income falls below the poverty line increases, advocates for these families 
say the earned income tax credit, or EITC, needs to be expanded.  Before we get to that, 
some background on what the earned income tax credit is. 



 
(Begin video clip.) 
 
RACHEL GROGG:  The idea behind the earner income credit was really to make 

work pay. 
 
MS. ERBE:  Congress first approved the EITC in 1975, favoring tax cuts for 

working poor families instead of President Nixon’s family assistance plan.  The president 
wanted to give these families cash grants.  Then Senate finance committee chair Russell 
Long referred to that as paying poor people not to work.  Since then the credit has help 
lift millions of families out of poverty.  Almost 20 million low-income taxpayers take 
advantage of it today. 

 
MS. GROGG:  Low-income working families tend to pay a higher rate of tax.  

The tax structure is a little bit regressive so that given their total income, they pay a lot of 
tax.  And the idea of the earned income tax credit was to help eliminate some of that tax 
liability.  And it’s refundable, so for some families where the value of the credit is 
actually more than their tax liability, it helps supplement their earnings. 

 
MS. ERBE:  The benefits of the earned income tax credit phase in as income 

increases, then phase out after earnings reach set levels.  The credit applies at three 
different rates.  Close to 8 percent for a single taxpayer with no children, 34 percent for 
taxpayers with one child, and 40 percent for taxpayers with two or more minor children.  
But the tax credit shelters poor families from losing government benefits they need to 
keep working. 

 
MS. GROGG:  Traditional benefit structures like Temporary Assistance for 

Needy Families, which is the welfare program, or food stamps, tend to phase out as you 
gain earnings, so you actually lose benefits as you work.  The earned income tax credit is 
constructed in such a way so at the very low end of the earning scale even as you gain 
income, at least for a little while you don’t lose benefit.  So it’s really intended, again, to 
help families who are sort of trying to get into the labor market who don’t earn enough to 
support themselves and their families make ends meet.  When it was expanded in the 
early ‘90s, what it really did is between minimum wage, EITC, and food stamps, what 
you could do is you could lift a family out of poverty – family of four out of poverty. 

 
MS. ERBE:  Advocates for working families say the credit is working well but 

needs to be expanded.  Some say that’s unaffordable, while Congress and the president 
boost tax cuts for wealth Americans and even claim the long-term plan is to shift the tax 
burden off of capital, or rich people’s money, and onto labor; that is, the working poor.  
Instead, they say the credit should be expanded as families of the working poor grow in 
size beyond the current two-child limit. 

 
MS. GROGG:  Probably also a very useful thing to do would be to expand the 

value of EITC for families with more than two children.  Right now it’s tiered so that it’s 
worth more – the value of the EITC is worth more for families with two or more children, 



as compared to a family with just one child, but they don’t make a distinction between a 
family with two, three, four, five or more children, and we know that there’s a higher rate 
of poverty among larger families. 

 
MS. ERBE:  And to increase benefits as well to poor workers without children. 
 
MS. GROGG:  For example, a worker without custodial minor children gets a 

very, very small benefit.  It averages about $200 a year, whereas a worker with two minor 
children averages about $2,000 a year.  The take-up rate for families with children is 
actually very, very high, but for workers without children it’s actually relatively low, so 
probably a relatively small expansion of the value of the EITC for low-income workers 
without children could have a fairly significant effect both in reducing hardship and 
increasing income.  It might also have the effect of pulling low-wage single men into the 
labor market because they’re most likely to not be custodial parents, which is something 
that a lot of people are very interested in tackling as a problem is how do we really 
address the needs of low-income men in communities. 

 
MS. ERBE:  Lastly, advocates for the poor would like to see the tax credit 

simplified so more people who are eligible would use it.  Up to one-quarter of those 
would could us it don’t. 

 
MS. GROGG:  It’s hard for low-income people to use the EITC, and as a 

consequence a lot of low-income families pay tax preparation centers.  The value of the 
EITC is eroded somewhat because people are paying prepares to file electronically for 
them.  So if it could be simplified, if we could increase the knowledge about the EITC – 
only about a quarter of low-income Hispanic families even know about the EITC, so we 
need to do some outreach to make sure that people know about it, know how to use it, are 
comfortable filing for it. 

 
(End video clip.) 
 
MS. ERBE:  So is it fair, Michelle Bernard, that at a time when Congress is 

considering extending the lower than historical rate of capital gains taxes, which is when 
you sell your house and make money, when you sell stocks and bonds and that sort of 
thing – keep that at 15 percent, historically low, and yet not expand the earned income tax 
credit for the poorest working families in America? 

 
MS. BERNARD:  Well, I don’t know if we – I don’t know if it’s so much fair or 

not.  I think what we need to concentrate on is the fact that there are so many people that 
are eligible for what we have right now and they’re not using it.  I think we really need to 
do something so that people who are eligible for the earned income tax credit know about 
it and can start taking advantage of those benefits.  I think that’s what’s really sad. 

 
MS. NORTON:  Well, that’s like saying that people who are eligible for welfare 

and they won’t take it we should go out and make sure they take it.  What about the fact 
that the word earned income tax credit has not been uttered on the Hill in so long I can’t 



remember, in a year when we can’t get enough of tax cuts for wealth people.  We have 
just finished making horrible cuts on what we spend on the very poorest people, not to 
mention middle class cuts which affect, for example, people going to college.  How they 
made those terrible cuts in the house – $50 billion.  We now have passed a tax cut bill, 
almost all of which – capital gains, dividends – will go to the very wealthiest people.  
Understand why we made those cuts.  We said, we’re not going to give more money for 
the Katrina poor unless we make up for it, so the pretense was that by cutting these 
programs for the poor we’d be helping the poor in Louisiana and the Gulf, and what they 
turned around and did was to then cut taxes for people who can’t figure out this 
Christmas what to do with the tax cuts they already have.  Shame on the Republican 
majority in the Christmas season.  And we all need to go home at Christmas and just tell 
it, and tell it and see whether or not the American people are going to take this kind of 
outrageous, in-your-face behavior without speaking up about it. 

 
MS. CZARNECKI:  The fact of like in Washington, D.C. when discussing any 

program on Capitol Hill, you can’t expand something without having to pay for it.  This 
was very popular – 

 
MS. NORTON:  They don’t pay for anything.  They didn’t pay for the tax cuts. 
 
MS. CZARNECKI:  No, no.  It’s got to come from somewhere, so if you’re going 

to expand the program – 
 
MS. NORTON:  So cut from the poor? 
 
MS. BEYER:  So it should come from the entitlements for people in the – 
 
MS. ERBE:  Let Karen finish, but quickly. 
 
MS. CZARNECKI:  For those who want to expand the program, even the 

advocates of expanding the program say it’s got to be paid for somewhere within the 
entire budget process, and these are serious discussions that – 

 
MS. NORTON:  Pay for our tax cuts. 
 
MS. CZARNECKI:  – we have to have.  Hold on.  The other thing in this whole 

thing is you can’t just automatically throw money in a program.  If there are 
improvements that could be made, they should be made.  And the advocates on the left 
and right said that we need to have this discussion, especially with immigration being 
such a huge issue in the coming years. 

 
MS. BEYER:  Well, they’re not talking about expanding tuition assistance, food 

stamps.  They’re cutting all those things and they’re not – the thing I have a problem with 
the EITC is that in Virginia 87 percent of the people eligible do not know about it 
because – 

 



MS. ERBE:  All right. 
 
MS. BEYER:  – nobody is talking about. 
 
MS. ERBE:  And we are out of time.  Sorry.  That’s it for this edition of “To the 

Contrary."  Next week, supermodel Iman talks about race bias in the fashion industry.  
Whether your view are in agreement or to the contrary, please join us next time. 

 
(End of program.) 


